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About This Game

Bimonia is one of the last Birdlings alive on this earth. The Birdlings see humans as sworn enemies, and Bimonia has been
taught to kill on sight.

One day, Bimonia meets Tayo, a human child hunting in the forest. Bimonia fails to kill Tayo, and they instead become friends.
Mother will be furious if she finds out, or worse, this relationship may cause tension between the two species to erupt.

The Last Birdling explores Bimonia and Tayo's fight for their friendship as the world threatens to tear them apart.

* * *
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Unhack, the first game created under the InvertMouse name, was produced in 2012. That means The Last Birdling happens to be
my fifth anniversary project. This game is a culmination of all the lessons I have learned through the past five years. Now, I

would like to share with you several features available in The Last Birdling:

Dual perspectives:

The Last Birdling alternates between Bimonia and Tayo's perspectives. Follow their journeys from childhood to adolescence as
they struggle to maintain their friendship against all odds.

Multiple endings:
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There are 21 decisions to make throughout Bimonia and Tayo's journeys. Depending on their resolve, this story will conclude in
one of five ways. Use the progress tracker to determine how to obtain every ending.

Glossary:
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Dive into The Last Birdling's lore through the glossary page. Throughout your journey, you will find links that take you to
relevant entries.

* * *

Thank you! I hope you will find the experience worthwhile.
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Carcassonne. Makes the early game much more open and enjoyable, allowing for a range of tile placements once the river is
complete.. 10\/10 DLC, took me about an hour and a half but I was rushing it and its not like I had it on the hardest difficulty
and I'm a high level BUT pretty good overall. Lots more demons to kill and lots more missions. You get like 3 new skills which
are pretty useful and two new weapons which aren't too bad, along with lots of free skillpoints, although I still haven't maxed
everything out. Fact is more free DLC = more SW2 to play, thanks Hog. I'd prefer some more story missions at some point
though if possible.. Well worth the price with an interesting take on top-down shooters and an easy learning curve. Fun bosses,
fun (if irritating) levels, and good a for a few hours of easy entertainment!. This is certainly Milestones best effort so far and
likely the best ever official MotoGP game.!!!The only thing I miss is historical content. Maybe that will come as a DLC or
maybe not, but I hope that it will come back sometime in the future.. Amazing and cheap, Original Battle royale game with great
level design, character design and original gameplay )

Here is my impressions video (english) :
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FDFKFJv84nM. Elon Musk, make it happen.. Great soundtrack,
but.................................it would be nice if it was put in-game as a patch.
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Put Bejewled, Magic the Gathering, Great cartoon artstyle, Pay to win, and community market in a blender then they put tons of
whipped cream and a cherry on top to give this amazing game some flavor

this game is a 9/10

Pros-
Bejewled type fighting game
Not a turned based game
Community Market
Free
Kind of a mission based game
Multi Player
Your inventory is♥♥♥♥♥♥♥in about an hour of playing

Cons-
Pay to win (Put $20 into the game and your team is pretty decent or great)
No items on the community market
Gets to bright/ colors look weird at some points in the fight but nothing to bad like seizures

thats kinda it i mean most of the cons can be fixed with time. I plan on playing this game a lot in the future good job devs.

. good game but too short.. Great old game from the golden days of Sierra.. I was given this DLC for pre-ordering which came
bundled free, I've played over a good few hours with these buildings and they are an epic expansion to the game with the
majority of the tier 1 to 4-5 having 4 square plot buildings which is great to have when you tend to want to fill up as much land
with as much buildings for rent + reproduction as you can, this adds to the experience of the game with more building packs
being introduced in the future, according to their official facebook page + news on steam and twitter.

I'd say buy it if you are really into constructor and want to strategize your purchased plots of land and for fast builder tier
building as they tend to be built in a fraction of the time vs normal non-dlc buildings.

The choice is completely up to you and I recommend it.. Great story-focused DLC that is well worth your time.. I litterally
cannot get enough Aki\/Youka. They're too \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing cute!. Best Street Fighter game and character roster
since Street Fighter Alpha 3.. not a bad game but no players. I wanted to forgive the game for it's strange charm, however it's an
unfortunate boring waste of assets and has very few areas of potential.

For a start, it begins with a 10 second intro that isn't skippable every time you start the game. Then there's pointless movie
sequences which are falsely advertised in the screenshots and video to look like in-game graphics, which are also by the way not
skippable. The storyline is boring, pointless and interrupts the little gameplay the game actually has.

As for gameplay, you begin with a SMUP with more mechanics that are less obvious than a standard Bullet Hell game. Each
time I played it, I discovered a new button or mechanic for a level that takes about 30 seconds to complete.

Once you beat it, you are put straight into the most boring and confusing tree game. I have no understanding for the ratios on the
right, what the lightning is or coming from, when the fruit will spawn if i must avoid the fire sprites or what they were. Before
you have even discovered the mechanics, you're into the next level.

And before you know it you're back into the same SMUP Bullet Hell game again with an even easier boss than the first one
because the Graze mechanic is too easy to use....

Then you get back to the tree level and angrily will quit the game. You try to give the game another go later on, but when you
see the fxcking 10 second intro and refund the game.
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The bongo-man can eat my @ss.. A beautiful little game for inbetween, which can draw you in for hours if you let it. There is a
Flash version of it, but its just a 'lite' version with less floors and features overall. The gameplay is rather simple but still alot of
fun, and it has a decent replayability value. The graphics are typical oldschool RPG-style and fit the game well.

For the low price its a VERY good choice to pick up, besides the amazing music by Grant frikken Kirkhope!
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